Pain perception in major depression depends on pain modality.
One frequently described feature of depression is an increased vulnerability to pain complaints, and chronic pain is frequently accompanied by symptoms of depression. In contrast to this, a decreased sensitivity to experimental pain has been described in major depression. The physiological basis of this phenomenon is yet elusive. We investigated 30 patients suffering from a major depressive disorder and matched controls. Pain testing (threshold and tolerance) was performed on both sides of the body and included assessment of thermal, electrical and ischemic pain. While confirming hypoalgesia to heat and electrical pain in comparison to controls, we found hyperalgesia to ischemic muscle pain. Furthermore, thermal pain tolerance and electrical pain tolerance were significantly increased on the right hand side confirming previous results of a lateralized perception of pain in depression. Our main finding suggests that painful stimuli are processed differentially depending on the localization of pain induction in depression. This knowledge may enable us to understand and ultimately treat pain complaints more appropriately in depressed patients.